


We appreciate you supporting us in the Arts in Schools series by sharing this
report release.

In this pack you will find everything you need to share this with your
networks. Please feel free to adjust the copy to fit your organisation and
audience. 

Title
The Arts in Schools: Foundations for the Future

About the report
Last year, on the 40th anniversary of the seminal 1982 report, The Arts in
Schools, A New Direction convened a new conversation on the value of the
arts for young people in and beyond schools by examining the current state
of play, what we have learnt and lost over the intervening decades, and what
a new set of recommendations could look like.

The Arts in Schools: Foundations for the Future is the resulting follow-up
report by Pauline Tambling and Sally Bacon, reflecting on what we have learnt
and what we need to consider for the future of the arts in schools.
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#ArtsInSchools #ArtsInSchoolsReport

@A_New_Direction

@anewdirection_ldn @CGF_UK

The new #ArtsInSchoolsReport - Foundations for the Future is now live! 

The follow-up report by Pauline Tambling and Sally Bacon and supported by @anewdirection_ldn
and Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation UK, Foundations for the Future reflects on what we have learnt
and what we need to consider for the future of the arts in schools.

 Help spread the word: bit.ly/3KqDyhb

Help spread the word on the new #ArtsInSchoolsReport - Foundations for the Future! 

Written & researched by Pauline Tambling and Sally Bacon, Foundations for the Future continues a new
conversation on the value of the arts in and beyond schools, and reflects on what we have learnt since the
original 1982 report. Supported by @anewdirection_ldn and the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (UK Branch)

 Join the conversation: bit.ly/3KqDyhb

 Calling all colleagues from across the arts and education sectors! 

Join the conversation on the value and the future of arts in and beyond schools, in the new follow-up
#ArtsInSchoolsReport – published by @anewdirection_ldn in partnership with Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation UK Branch

A continued conversation on the value of the arts for young people in and beyond schools, Foundations for
the Future examines the current state of play, what we have learnt and lost over the intervening decades, and
explores what we need to consider for the future of the arts in schools. Written & researched by Pauline
Tambling and Sally Bacon.

➡ Share the report and help spread the word: bit.ly/3KqDyhb

bit.ly/3KqDyhb

https://www.anewdirection.org.uk/asset/7704
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The #ArtsInSchoolsReport is now live! 

By Pauline Tambling and Sally Bacon, & supported by @A_New_Direction & @CGF_UK, this report
reflects on what we have learnt and need to consider for the future of the arts in schools

 Help spread the word: bit.ly/3KqDyhb

Help spread the word on the new #ArtsInSchoolsReport  

This continued conversation on the value of the arts in schools reflects on what we’ve learnt since
the 1982 report. Supported by @A_New_Direction & @CGF_UK

➡ Join the conversation: bit.ly/3KqDyhb

 Calling all colleagues from across the arts and education sectors! 

Join the conversation on the value of the arts in & beyond schools in the new #ArtsInSchoolsReport

By Pauline Tambling & Sally Bacon, supported by @A_New_Direction & @CGF_UK

 Share the report: bit.ly/3KqDyhb
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The new #ArtsInSchoolsReport - Foundations for the Future is now live! 

The resulting follow-up report of the 1982 #ArtsInSchools report by Pauline Tambling and Sally Bacon,
Foundations for the Future reflects on what we have learnt and what we need to consider for the
future of the arts in schools. Supported by A New Direction & Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (UK
Branch).

In 2022, on the 40th anniversary of the seminal 1982 report, The Arts in Schools, A New Direction
convened a new conversation on the value of the arts for young people in and beyond schools by
examining the current state of play, what we have learnt and lost over the intervening decades, and
what a new set of recommendations could look like.

➡ Help spread the word: bit.ly/3KqDyhb

Help spread the word on the new #ArtsInSchoolsReport - Foundations for the Future! 

Written & researched by Pauline Tambling and Sally Bacon, Foundations for the Future continues a
new conversation on the value of the arts in and beyond schools, and reflects on what we have learnt
since the original 1982 report. 

In 2022, on the 40th anniversary of the seminal 1982 report, The Arts in Schools, A New Direction
convened a new conversation on the value of the arts for young people in and beyond schools by
examining the current state of play, what we have learnt and lost over the intervening decades, and
what a new set of recommendations could look like. Supported by A New Direction and the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation (UK Branch)

 Join the conversation: bit.ly/3KqDyhb
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 Calling all colleagues from across the arts and education sectors! 

Join the conversation on the value and the future of arts in and beyond schools, in the new follow-up
#ArtsInSchoolsReport – published by A New Direction in partnership with Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation UK Branch

A continued conversation on the value of the arts for young people in and beyond schools,
Foundations for the Future examines the current state of play and explores what we need to
consider for the future of the arts in schools. Written & researched by Pauline Tambling and Sally
Bacon.

In 2022, on the 40th anniversary of the seminal 1982 report, The Arts in Schools, A New Direction
convened a new conversation on the value of the arts for young people in and beyond schools. This
new report continues the conversation, and reflects on what we have learnt and lost over the
intervening decades. 

 Share the report and help spread the word: bit.ly/3KqDyhb
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